
 

Affiliates must maintain a monthly 100 LP (or more)
Loyalty Program order to qualify for the Builder Bonus. 
The Builder Bonus program vary by country, the legs
must adhere to the respective terms & conditions of 
the program in their registered country.

Unlock the power of Me and My 3™ to earn
one of three Builder Bonus payments each 
month: SGD85, SGD340, or SGD1,360. 
Each bonus is achieved through structure
and Team Volume.* 

*Team Volume=Your Principal Volume, 
 plus the orders of your frontline 
 Preferred Customers and Affiliates.
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The Builder Bonus leverages the power of Me and My 3™— you and your personally enrolled Preferred Customers and Affiliates — to help increase 
enrollment, encourage duplication, and support retention.

To earn the Builder Bonus on a monthly basis, you must qualify at least at the Builder rank, maintain a 100 LP Loyalty Program order, and fulfill the 
required Team Volume. (Team Volume includes your Principal Volume, plus the orders of your frontline Preferred Customers and Affiliates.)

SGD85: You must have 3 personally enrolled Preferred Customers or Affiliates on your frontline, each with at least 100 LP in Loyalty Program orders, 
and have 600 LP in Team Volume. This bonus is available to Affiliates with a rank of Builder or Builder Elite.

SGD340: Your 3 frontline Affiliates must each have 3 qualified (100 LP Loyalty Program order), personally enrolled Preferred Customers or Affiliates 
on their frontline with a minimum of 600 LP in Team Volume. This bonus is available to Affiliates with a rank of Builder, Builder Elite, Diamond, or 
Diamond Elite.

SGD1,360: Your 9 qualified Affiliates on your second level must each have 3 qualified (100 LP Loyalty Program order), personally enrolled Preferred 
Customers or Affiliates under them with a minimum of 600 LP in Team Volume. This bonus is available to Affiliates with a rank of Builder, Builder 
Elite, Diamond, Diamond Elite, or Presidential.

Notes: Builder Bonus program is available to Builders, Builder Elites, Diamonds, Diamond Elites, and Presidentials, based on the highest paid rank. To 
qualify for the SGD340 bonus, you must meet the qualifications for the SGD85 bonus. In order to qualify for the SGD1,360 bonus, you must meet the 
qualifications for the SGD340 bonus. You may earn either the SGD85, SGD340, or SGD1,360 bonus, but not all three at one time. Builder Bonus is paid 
on a monthly basis.

Terms & Conditions 
1. Loyalty Program orders of 100 LP or more, processed in the qualifying month, count toward Builder Bonus requirements.
2. Qualifying Loyalty Program orders must be paid for by the Affiliate and shipped to the primary shipping address listed on the account.
3. A qualifying Loyalty Program order that is returned will result in a retraction of the Builder Bonus earned.
4. This bonus is paid monthly, as long as all qualifications are met, and will be paid together with Affiliate’s primary commission payment.
5. New personal enrollments can be included in your frontline if they have 100LP Principal Volume and enroll in the Loyalty Program by the end of the first month. These enrollees must place a 100 LP   
 Loyalty Program order in the following month, or the bonus will be reclaimed.
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